Floataway’s® Optional Extras
UV FILTRATION AND PEROXIDE AUTO-DOSER
This combination is becoming more and more the disinfectant of choice in
the USA. However, in many other states, chlorine is used to disinfect float
pools. Hydrogen peroxide is not always regarded as a disinfectant but with
added UV light, peroxide can also be used just as effectively. Recently, following
scientific advice, we have increased our recommendation from 20 ppm to at least 40
ppm as a target immediately after dosing. You will find the doses required increase
with bather load so monitoring is essential and should be recorded daily. Another
positive feature is that occasional over dosing to 100 to 200ppm does no harm.
UV creates hydroxyl ions which are powerful oxidizing agents. We recommend that
peroxide be dosed throughout the day which is why we advise the use of the autodoser if UV is chosen. Both chlorine and peroxide systems disinfect equally well. The
choice is often dictated by the local regulator. UV filtration cannot be used on its own
as it is a sampling system and leaves no residual. UV is not suitable for use with
chlorine because UV deactivates chlorine. It should be emphasized that the main task
for the chemical used is to break down oils, so more dosing is required than might be
expected just for bacteria and virus elimination.
AUTO-DOSER ON ITS OWN
If you choose to disinfect with chlorine, and you do not want the hassle of hand-dosing (only a 30
second job once or twice a day) you can also simply purchase the auto-dosing unit on its own which
will add a small amount of chlorine into the pool every time the pump runs. You will need to fill the
reservoir approximately once a week and rinse out the small auto-dosing hoses once a month.
Chlorine systems require regular pH reduction.
While peroxide can also be dosed this way, we recommend UV is always used.
REDOX – OXIDATION REDUCTION POTENTIAL (ORP)
Floataway's REDOX system measures the oxidation potential (which is a
voltage) of the salt solution. This is done via a probe which is placed in a
housing inside the plumbing system which measures the oxidation
voltage in the water and injects the right amount of chlorine into the pool
to kill the bacteria. The potential is internationally recognized to be the
accurate way to determine the killing power of the solution for all pathogens. This
system only works with chlorine.

If you intend on using peroxide in your float pool, do not order our PRIDE system as the probes are
unable to detect peroxide in the water.

TWO-WAY INTERCOM
This system enables the operator to talk to the floater during the float session, if, for example, the
floater presses the call attendant button during the float session, the operator can simply pick up the
handset in reception and speak to the floater without having to go into the float room to do so. This
system also enables, for example, hypnotherapy sessions to be offered during the float sessions and
is practical in research applications.
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MUSIC MUTE BUTTON
This system enables the floater to shut off or turn back on the music at any time during a
float session, if continuous music has been programmed at the start of the float session. It
auto-resets at the end of the session.
STAR CEILING EFFECT
This feature is available on all our products with the exception of the Open Float Pools. It
looks absolutely fabulous! When floating in total darkness, the ceiling looks just like the
night sky! There are over 100 individual lights of various sizes with different
brightnesses. The operator can choose the intensity of the lights and the floater has an on/off button
inside the float pool.
HIBERNATION
This feature gives an option within the menu to reduce the set temperature and the pump timing for
extended out of use times. We can also add an optional external heater (an additional 20A circuit is
required) to accelerate the warm-up time to 7°F per hour.
GROUND NOISE ISOLATION SYSTEM
Our rubber spring system reduces ground borne noise to below human hearing to
6 Hz. It is superior to any rubber mat solution and helps produce profound silence.
See our separate detailed spec sheet.
FLOATAWAY AIR
For open float pools, we offer silent panel heating (scaled to your room size) and our unique vertical
corner fan duct which transfers hot ceiling air down to the floor for proper mixing. Temperature and
relative humidity (RH) measurement are included.

POWER AMPLIFICATION FOR SOUND
For high quality speech, such as required in a clinical facility, we offer a separate
power amplifier and equalization module, boosting high frequencies at 10dB per
octave. It is not usually necessary for typical float music but a major improvement
for research, training or hypnosis work.
INSTALLATION
If you decide to ask us to install the pool for you, we often (in fact usually!) find that
our customers’ building works have taken longer than expected. Please let us know
the true state of affairs because it is difficult or impossible to install in an unfinished
space. We make no charge for delayed installation and usually we can find another
slot to suit your revised plans. If we are held up by unfinished sites when we arrive,
we reserve the right to charge more for installation, based on our actual extra costs.

+++

Please note : dim room lighting and color therapy lighting are standard on all our products.
If you require any other special features, please do not hesitate to ask us – our team of engineers
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